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Jump Frog Jump
This paired set, along with a comprehensive learning guide,
inspires student inquiry and invites critical thinking with paired
fiction and nonfiction texts.
Wow! Said the Owl. Little owl discovered something amazing
while other owls are sleeping - colors! Tim Hopgood won the
Best Emerging Illustrator Award of BookTrust Early Years
Award, and is shortlisted by Red House Children's Book
Award for "A Dog Called Rod" and nominated for Kate
Greenaway Medal for "Here Comes Frankie!." In Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A cumulative tale in which a frog tries to catch a fly without
getting caught itself.
"Boilerplate language in contracts tends to stick around long
after its origins and purpose have been forgotten. Usually
there are no serious repercussions, but sometimes it can
cause unexpected problems. Such was the case with the
obscure pari passu clause in cross-border sovereign debt
contracts, when a Belgian court's novel judicial interpretation
in Elliott Associates v. Peru rattled international finance by
forcing a defaulting sovereign - for one of the first times in the
market's centuries-long history - to repay its foreign creditors
despite their refusal to enter into a restructuring agreement.
Though neither party wanted this outcome, the vast majority
of contracts subsequently issued demonstrate virtually no
attempt to clarify the imprecise language of the clause. Using
this case as a launching pad to explore the broader issue of
'stickiness' of contract boilerplate, Mitu Gulati and Robert E.
Scott have sifted through more than one thousand sovereign
debt contracts - dating back to the nineteenth century - and
interviewed hundreds of practitioners to show that the
problem actually lies in the nature of the modern corporate
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law firm. The financial pressure on large firms to maintain a
high volume of transactions contributes to an array of
problems that deter innovation and that are largely hidden
from the individual lawyer tasked with drafting contracts. With
the near certainty of massive sovereign debt structuring in
Europe, The Three and a Half Minute Transaction speaks to
critical issues facing the industry and has broader implications
for contract design that will ensure it remains relevant to our
understanding of legal practice long after the debt crisis has
subsided"--Unedited summary from book jacket.
Ésta es la tortuga que se metío en la charca y se comío a la
serpiente que se deslizo de una rama y se tragó al pez que
nadaba tras la ranita.¿Salta ranita salta! Este alegre cuento
repetido hará saltar y cantar de contento a todas esas
"ranitas que conoces.
It comes with book and CD.
A rollicking, cumulative tale of a frog who tries to catch a fly
without getting caught itself. Even the youngest listener will
be able to figure out how the frog gets away
The Simplified Chinese edition of Tap the Magic Tree, a
childrens picture book by Christie Matheson.
Activity book for use with big book: Jump, frog, jump / Robert
Kalan.
Olga lets her brother train a frog for the Calaveras County
Jump Frog Contest. Grades 2-4.

"This is the turtle that slid into the pond and ate the
snake that dropped from a branch and swallowed
the fish that swam after the frog -- JUMP, FROG,
JUMP!" This infectious cumulative tale will soon
have the young frogs you know jumping and
chanting with joy.
Repetitive questions and exclamations invite children
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to share in the reading about a little frog who tries to
catch a fly.--Horn Book
This is book Nine of the Penny Mouse Early Reader
Series, and the fun of learning continues! This time
Penelope Dyan introduces us to the frogs! The frogs
jump, of course; and they are bothered by those
same pesky little bees that we have seen in earlier
Penny Mouse Early Readers! This book lists the first
primary reading list words right next to the book's
introduction, so that parents can copy the words and
make flash cards to use with their children as their
children learn to read. Dyan begins to also
incorporate the use of counting and number words
so that the child can interact with the parent as the
reading progresses. You will note Dyan uses correct
English writing. "To where did the little frog go?" and
not "Where did the little frog go to," because that
would be ending a sentence in a preposition; and
Dyan is a believer that if a child hears and reads
correct English, he or she will speak correct English.
But that is just a hidden lesson, the main lesson of
this book, and this series is mainly about the joy of
learning! Penelope Dyan is an attorney, a writer and
a former teacher and has been widely published in
both the field of law as well as the field of education.
She is an award winning writer, and she brings her
love of children to the Penny Mouse Early Reader
Series! Each concept is tried and true and
classroom/kid tested! Go ahead and laugh as you
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teach! (Everyone is supposed to have fun with these
books!)
Can you imagine what it is like to live in a flowerpot
and confuse one animal with another? Our chatty
little plants Basil, Rosemary and the sisters know all
too well the problems and fun it causes. This is for
bilingual children and others wanting to read a dual
language text in English and Japanese with
illustrations. The bilingual story is presented twice. In
the first part, the parallel Japanese text contains just
hiragana and katakana characters. In the second
part, simple Kanji characters are included that would
typically be recognised by Japanese children in their
third and fourth year of full time education. For ease
of understanding, the languages are displayed
together mostly one or two sentences at a time. The
aim was to make the translation as direct as possible
but always using everyday language of native
speakers. Reading this fun bilingual story will help
you learn Japanese.
Now available as a board book! This is the turtle that
slid into the pond and ate the snake that dropped
from a branch and swallowed the fish that swam
after the frog ... Jump, frog, jump! This infectious,
cumulative tale will soon have young frogs
everywhere jumping and chanting with joy!
Illustrations provide humorous interpretations of the actions of
animals from one frog to twelve whales.
Contains activity sheets based upon popular children's books,
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designed in a convenient format so that they can be taken
home by children. Each sheet includes a summary of the
book, discussion questions and a list of learning activities for
adults and children.
A learn-to-read story about frogs.
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This invaluable resource pairs fiction and nonfiction works,
accentuating important concepts in both. Lesson plans
highlight key distinctions between fiction and nonfiction
genres in opening activities, encourage reading for
comprehension through carefully constructed questions, and
reveal how graphic organizers can aid readers in managing
information gained from each book. Final activities invite
readers to further link the texts' subject matter and
demonstrate a true understanding of thematic content
through persuasive or creative writing activities.

Traditional Chinese edition of The Good Egg Presents:
The Great Eggscape!
A collection of nearly 1000 parables and maxims. Open
at random and each will inspire you to pause and reflect.
With poignant humor, subtle wisdom and piercing truth,
each will enrich your faith, open your heart, and
challenge you to grow. This new edition includes new
material and a more comprehensive index.
"Willy, Lilly, Silly, I am a Frog." Here's a frog story that
I'm sure every parent will enjoy reading to their child and
is easy enough, not to mention enjoyable for all ages.
This story has a poetic theme to it, and you literary can
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feel how enjoyable it is to hop along with this slimy,
green, lovable frog. So, as the little frog says, come one
and all and jump along with him in this carefree, but,
enjoyable story.
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